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Developing Protégé Plug-in:
OWL Ontology Visualization using Social Network
Minsoo Kim* and Minkoo Kim*
Abstract: In recent years, numerous studies have been attempted to exploit ontology in the area of
ubiquitous computing. Especially, some kinds of ontologies written in OWL are proposed for major
issues in ubiquitous computing such like context-awareness. OWL is recommended by W3C as a
descriptive language for representing ontology with rich vocabularies. However, developers struggle to
design ontology using OWL, because of the complex syntax of OWL. The research for OWL
visualization aims to overcome this problem, but most of the existing approaches unfortunately do not
provide efficient interface to visualize OWL ontology. Moreover, as the size of ontology grows bigger,
each class and relation are difficult to represent on the editing window due to the small size limitation
of screen. In this paper, we present OWL visualization scheme that supports class information in detail.
This scheme is based on concept of social network, and we implement OWL visualization plug-in on
Protégé that is the most famous ontology editor.
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1. Introduction
Over the years, great attention has been shown to the
question of ubiquitous computing system, and some
excellent results are obtained on various research areas
such like sensor network, intelligent middleware and so on.
For the growth of ubiquitous services and technologies,
nowadays, researchers introduce and are exploiting some
kinds of intelligent methods in their area. One of them,
ontology has attracted a fair amount of critical attention.
Especially, some famous context ontologies such like
SOUPA [1] and CONON [2] are proposed to help for
ensuring the ability of context-awareness for ubiquitous
computing systems. Moreover domain specific ontology is
widely used in the most ubiquitous research areas.
Ontology what is a formal specification of phenomenon
in the world is re-focused as a logical basis for modern
research issues (e.g. semantic web and smart knowledge
base). Concepts, relations, instances and some restrictions
are elements which compose of ontology, and concept
hierarchy is the heart of it. There are some difficulties for
constructing ontology caused by complex semantic of the
world. To give a helping hand to ontology engineers, the
guide to create ontology are even served with developing
steps and domain examples [3].
Ontology language which has been researching to aim
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for representing ontology easily and efficiently is one of
the major issues to help for developing ontology [4]. W3C
(World Wide Web Consortium) has been leading the
research of ontology language, and had been proposed
XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
and RDF
(Resource Description Framework) / RDFS (RDF Schema)
as a primitive ontology language. OWL (Web Ontology
Language) [5] which inherits syntax of XML and a
semantic of RDF(S) are recommended by W3C as a
descriptive language for ontology, and it provides rich
expressive power with various useful vocabularies.
OWL makes a great contribution to the ontology
engineering, but it has a difficult and complex syntax with
many tags for machine understanding; this characteristic is
an obstacle in developing ontology using OWL. There are
various researches to solve this problem. As a result of
such kind of researches, the ontology visualization is to
represent ontology visually using methods such as graph. It
helps us for understanding and developing OWL ontology
intuitively and easily. ezOWL [6] and OWLViz [7] are
well-known tools for OWL ontology visualization. They
were developed as the plug-in of protégé. They try to
visualize all elements in ontology using a smart graph or an
enhanced tree. They give some advantages to ontology
engineers, but they have critical problem due to whole
ontology visualization strategy; each element in ontology is
represented in a small size that users cannot recognize,
since small size limitation of editor screen. This situation
become serious as the size of ontology grows.
In this paper, we contribute to the OWL ontology
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visualization regarding partial ontology visualization. To
do this, we catch a core concept of social network, and
visualize classes and relations in detail. For implementing
our visualization scheme, we develop visualization Protégé
plug-in using Protégé APIs [8] which the famous ontology
editor. We expect that our work helps to develop OWL
ontology, and consequently, it makes to develop intelligent
ubiquitous computing systems more easily and efficiently.
The remainders of the paper are structured as follows.
Section 2 argues protégé and existing OWL visualization
approaches. Section 3 describes proposed visualization
scheme in detail and section 4 explains our protégé plug-in.
At last the conclusions and future works are made in
section 5.

2. Related Work
Before going on the explaining of our OWL
visualization scheme, it might be useful to briefly consider
some related works. As mentioned before, we developed
the Protégé plug-in by analyzing some established
visualization approaches and raising a question of whole
ontology visualization in them. Therefore, we describe
Protégé ontology editor and existing OWL ontology
visualization approaches in this chapter.

2.1 Protégé
Protégé is an ontology editor and knowledge-based
framework implemented by java for system developers and
domain experts. Protégé was firstly started from a database
which stores concepts, attributes and objects separately at
Stanford Medical Informatics, and changed to tool for
developing ontology. Currently, it is the most famous
ontology editor and used by many researchers and
developers. Version 3.3.1 is presented officially in August
24th, 2007.
Protégé provides familiar interfaces and many different
kinds of plug-ins to users who are strange to use logical
languages and logic for developing ontology. Protégé is a
free and open-source platform (providing Protégé APIs).
Users can develop a new plug-in easily using Protégé APIs,
and the plug-in can be evaluated by someone else. This is
the most worthful point of advantage. Protégé provides
many plug-ins for ontology engineering; transformation for
different languages, merging and visualization of ontology,
and other useful things. Protégé users can apply any plugins to their application, and they can also give feedback to
the plug-in developer. Especially, OWL plug-in has been
developed to support characteristics having Web Ontology
Language OWL such like reasoning mechanism base on

Description Logic. OWL is widely used in various research
area, OWL plug-in is also used many researchers and
engineers.

2.2 Ontology Visualization
Ontology can be developed by describing plain-text or
using ontology editor such like protégé. However,
recognition and understanding of structure of ontology is
not easy with usual ways. A number of researchers make
efforts to tide over this problem.
One of the challenges, ontology visualization obtained
considerable results. It helps us to understand structures of
ontology that has concepts, hierarchy of concepts and
relationship between concepts. For the functions of
visualization, there are many methods. Now, we try to
explain primary methods and two famous OWL ontology
visualization tools; ezOWL and OWLViz.
The ezOWL was developed by ETRI in Korea. This tool
is OWL visualization plug-in for protégé. Recently, this is
tried to be converting for stand-alone application. The
visualization scheme of ezOWL is based on semantic
networks. This network represents concepts as nodes,
attributes and another feature of concepts as expanded
nodes. The relationships between concepts are expressed as
arcs and the name of expression is upon the arcs. The
complex definitions of class or restrictions between classes
are expressed by arcs and using different colors.
Additionally, the tool use simple marks to express it. As
we recognize the Fig. 1, the ezOWL that is visualizing
OWL ontology shows ontology structure and each element
on whole screen. ezOWL provides a easy way to analyze
structure of ontology and understand concepts, relations
and restrictions in OWL ontology.

Fig. 1. Example of ezOWL visualization. It focuses on
easy representation of elements in OWL
The OWLViz was developed as part of a CD-ODE
project that centers on the Manchester University in UK. It
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was also developed with Protégé’s plug-in and tool for the
visualization of OWL ontology. At the main idea of the
visualization of OWL ontology was to resolve multiple
inheritance problem that was expressed in the notion of
OWL ontology. The OWLViz is natively providing the
graph patterns of tree to express hierarchy of concepts. The
Fig. 2 shows that concepts are expressed as nodes and
restricted concepts are expressed by colored nodes. The
arcs are to express is-a relationships and it is able to have
multiple inheritance. The features of concept and
relationship are not expressed in the graphs. If we choose
nodes or arcs, the tool show the detailed information with
another interfaces.
Both visualization schemes try to visualize whole
ontology; ontology structure, detail information of class,
properties between concept, and other all information. As
mentioned above, this strategy gives worthful advantages,
but also has critical problem. Since a computer screen has
limited size, each element in ontology should be in a small
size to visualize whole ontology. In this case, users have
difficulty in indicating each element. If enlarge the size of
each element to avoid this problem, user should use some
kind of inconvenient interface such like scroll bar. This is
more serious as the size of ontology grows bigger. To solve
this problem, we propose a new visualization scheme what
will be discussed in next chapter.
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problem in ezOWL and OWLViz. To get over this problem,
we consider partial visualization.

3.1 Partial Ontology Visualization
Proposed method visualizes properties and neighboring
classes focusing a (selected) class rather than whole
ontology. It is arguable that this approach cannot show
whole structure of ontology, but other component such like
class tree or browser in the ontology editor can cover this
problem. For example, ‘is-a’ hierarchy is clearly and
simply represented in a tree structure. Users can intuitively
understand the relations between visualized classes, since
proposed approach visualizes the relations between specific
classes.
Basically, proposed visualization (graph) represents
class as a node and property as an edge. Anonymous class
(i.e. composed named classes or restricted by some
constraints) is represented using objects that compose the
class and symbols that meet the meaning. Properties have
directions from domain class to range class; object
property is connected from domain class to range class,
and datatype property from domain class to XML Schema
Data-type (XSD) as a range class. The data-type in XSD is
represented as a different-colored node distinguished from
other classes. The graph is basically composed in following
order.

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

c = {selected class}
ci = {one of classes represented graph (not c)}
G = {graph}
Centralizing c in G
Representing classes that associated with properties of
currently selected class (c is domain and ci is range)
Representing incoming relation from other classes to
selected class (c is range and ci is domain)
Representing equivalentClass, disjointWith, oneOf,
inter-sectionOf, unionOf, complementOf on c.

Fig. 2. Example of OWLViz visualization. It focuses on
multiple inheritances of classes in OWL ontology.

3. OWL Ontology Visualization using
Social Network
The visualization of whole ontology tries to visualize the
structure of ontology and it is meaningful. Existing
approaches for ontology visualization in section 2 target
whole OWL ontology. But this approach brings about a
problem that each element in ontology is represented too
small and user cannot recognize it. Fig. 1 and 2 show this

Fig. 3. Basic Graph for camera ontology (yellow-grayed
circle)
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Fig. 3 shows the graph of a partial camera ontology
using proposed visualization scheme. Each class is
represented as a white circle and white rectangle is one of
the XSD. Axioms and restrictions supported by OWL are
displayed using meaningful symbols. When selecting
‘Body’ class in Fig. 3, our basic graph includes elements in
the grayed (yellow) circle.

3.2 Extended Graph based on Social Network
We extend basic graph to support rich representation for
selected class. When the graph is extended, the weight of
neighboring classes is computed, and then the classes that
have weight smaller than threshold are extended. This idea
is motivated the social network [10]. Social network is a
social structure made of nodes which are generally
individuals or organizations. It indicates the ways in which
they are connected through various social familiarities
ranging from casual acquaintance to close familial bonds.
Applying this definition to our visualization scheme, we
can say that a class can be defined by connected classes,
properties, and restrictions. And a class which has a small
number of properties and restrictions is strongly dependent
on classes which connected by those properties and
restrictions. In Fig. 3, for example, the ‘Body’ class is
more important to explain ‘Range’ class rather than
‘Camera’ class, because ‘Range’ class has only one object
property (only to ‘Body’) but ‘Camera’ class has many
object properties and restriction. (1 arc of 5 arcs points to
‘Body’)
Exploiting this idea, we make simple weight scheme for
graph extension.
o = {# object properties on ci : ci is domain}
r = {# properties from other class to ci : ci is range}
q = {# equivalentClass, disjointWith, oneOf,
intersecttionOf, unionOf, complementOf on ci }
g = {# classes in o or i or q represented G}
weight of ci = o + r + q – g

Fig. 4. Extended Graph for Figure 3 (threshold value is 1)

Datatype Property is omitted when computing the
weight, because it is rather a characteristic than a relation.
Fig. 4 shows a weight of classes in Fig. 3 of threshold
value 1. Classes are extended in graph except ‘Camera’
class which has the weight value that does not satisfy the
threshold restriction.

4. Development Protégé Plug-in
To evaluate proposed visualization scheme, we
implement Protégé plug-in as a visualization topic. Protégé
provides APIs to exploit their framework and to develop
plug-ins. There are some advantages for developing plugin; (1) reducing developing cost, (2) reusing wellimplemented sources, (3) as the most major issue,
evaluating by researchers and real users. Protégé is a open
source software, plug-ins is also open and freely used and
evaluated.
Fig. 5 is a screenshot for our visualization plug-in. Four
main components consist of our plug-in. In the left side,
class tree which is just reused on origin protégé OWL
plug-in shows class hierarchies (i.e. is-a relations).
Property browser is also reused, and positioned in centertop. Class tree and property browser shows all classes and
properties. Graph component which is positioned in centerbottom bases on our visualization scheme. When user
selects a class in a class tree, graph for the class is
displayed. Right-bottom component is a description for
selected class.
This is composed of two parts; description written in
English and OWL source. ‘A class has property B’ is an
example for English description. Description component
also aims at easy understanding for ontology.

Fig. 5. Protégé Plug-in: OWL visualization based on Social
Network
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5. Conclusion and Future Works
This paper describes a new OWL visualization scheme
based on social network. Existing OWL ontology
visualization approaches which try to visualize whole
ontology at a time has a critical problem due to limited
screen size. To tide over the problem, we attempt to
visualize OWL ontology partially. To do this, we display a
detail graph for the class which is selected by user.
Furthermore, by exploiting the core concept of social
network, we compute weight of elements related to
selected class and expand graph with more rich
representation. As an implementation for proposed scheme,
we develop Protégé visualization plug-in. Protégé plug-in
provides several advantages; especially we can get
evaluations from real users who use the plug-in. Our
protégé plug-in that visualizes OWL ontology based on
social network can help OWL users to provide easy way
for designing and understanding ontology.
However, there are several issues that need to be
considered in future works. We have to improve our
weighting scheme and graph with a smart interface. To do
this, we will apply well-known graph learning algorithms
to our visualization scheme. And we will also reflect user
(i.e. Protégé users) feedback to OWL visualization Protégé
Plug-in.
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